Volkswagen tiguan 2013

The Volkswagen Tiguan offers a top-notch cabin and European driving manners, but some
competing crossovers are more desirable overall. Most folks buy a crossover SUV for an
important measure of practicality, even a compact one like the Volkswagen Tiguan. For
example, your priorities might call for a comfortable and fuel-efficient daily driver, but many
buyers also want room for bikes and backpacks, a Marshall stack and a PA, or even just a Great
Dane and a month's worth of its food. Whatever the need, the Tiguan distinguishes itself from
other small crossover SUVs with an upscale interior and sophisticated driving dynamics. The
Tiguan's interior feels refined for its class, with Audi-like levels of quality and fitment. Though
it's perhaps a little too nice for outdoor adventurers, this cabin nonetheless enhances everyday
driving and feels like money well spent. Under the hood is a spirited horsepower turbocharged
engine with useful and seamless low-end power delivery that can be matched to an available
all-wheel-drive system. And while it's not exactly sporty to drive, even the base Tiguan feels
more compact and agile than you expect when the road begins to wind. Here's the knock on the
Volkswagen Tiguan, though. It just doesn't offer much cargo space, as the Tiguan is one of the
smaller crossovers in the class. The Ford Escape, for example, is not quite 4 inches longer, yet
offers 12 more cubic feet of volume than the Tiguan. Even the Volkswagen Jetta Sportwagen
offers more cargo room. On the upside, the Tiguan does feature a fold-flat front passenger seat
that allows long loads that measure 8. Consider also that the Tiguan's trim levels can be priced
significantly higher than comparable models. But if you don't mind paying a little more and
sacrificing some space for buttoned-down European comfort and refinement, the Tiguan is a
top pick. A panoramic sunroof is optional, bringing with it tinted windows. The SE adds tinted
windows, inch alloy wheels, chrome exterior trim, roof rails, foglamps, heated washer nozzles,
premium leatherette vinyl upholstery, heated front seats, a power-reclining driver seat with
manual height adjustment, a leather-wrapped steering wheel and shift knob, and an upgraded
sound system with a touchscreen interface, six-CD in-dash changer, SD card reader, satellite
radio and an iPod interface. Optional is the panoramic sunroof bundled with a navigation
system. The Volkswagen Tiguan is powered by a turbocharged 2. The Tiguan S comes standard
with a six-speed manual transmission, while a six-speed automatic is optional. Front-wheel
drive is standard on all models, and all-wheel drive is available across the board except for S
base models with the manual. In Edmunds performance testing, a front-wheel-drive Tiguan with
automatic transmission accelerated from zero to 60 mph in 7. Standard equipment on the
Volkswagen Tiguan includes antilock disc brakes, traction and stability control, front-seat side
airbags and full-length side curtain airbags. In Edmunds brake testing, the front-wheel-drive
Tiguan came to a stop from 60 mph in feet, an average result for the class. The Insurance
Institute for Highway Safety gave the Tiguan its top rating of "Good" for frontal-offset, side
impact and roof-strength crash protection. If the Volkswagen Tiguan doesn't charge ahead as
fast as some V6-powered compacts in its class, it makes up for its horsepower deficit with
plenty of useful low-end torque. Whether loping around town from stoplight to strip mall or
passing a semi at highway speeds, the Tiguan's turbocharged four-cylinder puts power down
where it's needed. The Tiguan also feels confident and poised in the corners, particularly so in
the SEL model with its sport suspension. But this is no Mazda CX-5; you won't find the Tiguan
bending to your will around corners. But the small crossover still handily blends a firm, sporty
ride with urban civility and, in all-wheel-drive configuration, all-weather capability. Like most
vehicles in the VW lineup, the Tiguan features an upscale cabin that approaches Audi levels of
quality with its solid craftsmanship tight panel fitments, deft stitching , soft-touch materials and
genuine metal trim. Climate and audio controls are well placed and intuitive, particularly the
latest generation of the touchscreen interface. The navigation system is a bit of a letdown,
however, as its small screen lacks detailed street names and other information. Firm front seats
-- heated on SE models -- offer ample support on long hauls or nightmare commutes. Rear seat
riders have it pretty good, too, with reclining seatbacks and 6 inches of seat travel fore and aft.
The three-way split-folding rear seat also allows two rear passengers to sit alongside longer
items like skis or snowboards slotted in the pass-through. Push the rear seats fully forward and
the Tiguan can accommodate Fold down the second-row seat and capacity jumps to The front
passenger seat also folds fully flat, offering up 98 inches from front to rear. Doing so could save
you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership
sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and
where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used
car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you
have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports,
read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used Volkswagen Tiguan. Is it
better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the
way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher

monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the
other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're
someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Check out Volkswagen lease
specials Check out Volkswagen Tiguan lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Shy on cargo space pricey
compared to the competition. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale.
Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. For , the Volkswagen Tiguan carries over largely
unchanged. All models now come with a standard leather-wrapped steering wheel. Volkswagen
also drops the LE trim level. Read more. Write a review See all 26 reviews. Fun to drive and feels
very posh. I test drove the model tiguan and felt the weird gear shifts. No vibrations, rumbling or
what so ever in any speed. The panaromic sunroof is gorgeous. Driving is very fun and feels
very safe. I can take winding roads with 50 on hwy when the reccomendation is Grips the road
and asks more. Bluetooth is avrcp 1. Interior looks very cool especially at night, all the red
lights inside definitely adds some elegance. Its been a month may be will get better Read less.
After driving both the S and SE, the S is already so well equipped incl. Great ride, great family
car, excellent lease deals to be had. UPS: 1. Not what you paid for it. Who cares, I don't plan
racing the car or entering the Paris to Dakkar Ralley. DOWNS: 1. The Tiguan can handle a
stuffed GYM bag, a tool box and some small toys. That's it. Even that is a misnomer. Most
people who buy 4WD rarely go off roadits just nice having it. Same with Trunk Space. If I'm
hawling stuff, the rear seats fold flat. No Big. Fugly Exterior. OK, so the exterior wont win any
Beauty Contests. Its serviceable and conservatively styled First, Walk away from any Tiguan if
you do not have proof that Volkswagen had installed the revised Timing Belt Tensioner. I dont
think so. I could drive the car for a year, sell her and make money. I found my car, did a scatter
graph with affirmed my purchase, test drove the car and paid cash for it. There is a reason I
named her Nyx I live in 4 seasons country and I have now converted to 4motion as a way of life.
Driving to work everyday on poorly plowed roads allows me to do circles around other SUVs
and I pushed my car hard to get to work on time and have yet to spin out. I am not a
professional driver but I have driven a lot across the country many times and my car has yet to
fail, sputter, or slight in any form of performance. She takes what gets thrown at her with a
determined grin. The turbo-charged engine makes easy work of green lights and passing cars
on the freeway. Miles are too easy. See all 26 reviews of the Used Volkswagen Tiguan. Write a
review. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also
viewed 3. Sponsored cars related to the Tiguan. Sign Up. Introduced in as the second crossover
SUV model under the Volkswagen brand, the first generation model uses the PQ46 platform. As
of the spring of , six million units had been sold worldwide, with , units manufactured in alone.
This makes the Tiguan the best-selling car overall in the Volkswagen Group. It is also the best
selling SUV in Europe. The first generation Tiguan was unveiled in June It was initially available
with two engines, a 2. The Tiguan went on sale in Europe in early Production began in the end
of at Volkswagen's subsidiary Auto in Wolfsburg and continued subsequently under the
company's standard contract arrangements, at Wolfsburg and in Kaluga, Russia. The majority
of the parts used in its construction are simply the same as those used on the Volkswagen B6
Passat and CC models of the same chassis. The Tiguan in Europe was offered worldwide in
various trim levels. European markets received an R-Line trim level beginning in Features
include six airbags, ESP , Trailer Stability Program integrated with the ESP, ISOFIX child seat
anchorages on the rear bench and electronic parking brake with auto hold function, RCD radio
with integrated CD player, semi automatic climate control system, four electric window lifts,
electrically adjustable and heated outside mirrors, trip computer, RF remote control of central
locking and various storage compartments and bins. The import version of Tiguan appeared on
the Chinese market in , with a locally built version aka Shanghai-Volkswagen Tiguan debuting at
Guangzhou Motor Show. The Chinese built Tiguan uses 1. At the same time, the import Tiguan
is still sold in China, which has 2. The basic design of the import model is the same as the
international one. Since the launch of the second generation Tiguan, the first generation Tiguan
continued to be sold in China as the Tiguan Silk Road until it was discontinued in In April ,
Volkswagen USA announced that it would continue to sell its outgoing Tiguan alongside the
second generation model, rebranding it as the Volkswagen Tiguan Limited. Due to slow sales
compared to the second generation model, the Tiguan Limited was discontinued after the model
year. The Tiguan was facelifted in July The headlights were made bolder and more angular, and
the prominent horizontal grille bars of the Golf and new Passat were incorporated, as were the
angular lines in the two part rear light clusters. Performance was also enhanced. The trim was
revised, and a three spoke steering wheel introduced. The lithium-ion battery has a charge
capacity of 6. Battery charge is recovered from braking energy or the hydrogen fuel cell. It is
available in two wheelbase variants: a short-wheelbase SWB version with available seating up

to five passengers, and a long-wheelbase LWB version with third-row seats, which it seats up to
seven passengers. The LWB version is manufactured in Mexico to supply worldwide markets
except China , with some countries importing them as knock-down kits. For the first time, the
Tiguan line-up also includes the performance-oriented R variant. Released alongside the
facelifted model, the Tiguan R is powered by a new 2. The engine is mated to an all-wheel-drive
system which has the ability to split torque between the axles and between the rear wheels.
Other performance upgrades of the Tiguan R include lowered suspension, inch wheels, uprated
brakes, and an available Akrapovic exhaust. The second generation long-wheelbase Tiguan was
unveiled for the North American market at the North American International Auto Show , with
sales starting in summer for the model year. In the US market, it is available in front-wheel drive
or Volkswagen's 4Motion all-wheel drive system, with third-row seats being standard on
front-wheel drive models and optional on all-wheel drive models. Only one engine choice is
available for the North American-spec Tiguan, a 2. The second generation Volkswagen Tiguan
was launched in Mexico, around the same time as the North American launch, with sales starts
at the same time as the US models for the model year. The R-Line was later added to the
Mexican lineup as a separated trim level. The lower trim levels of the Tiguan were powered by a
1. The second generation Tiguan was first announced for the Australian market in October ,
about one month after its debut in IAA. At launch, it was initially offered in three trim levels:
Trendline, Comfortline and Highline. The R-Line Package is also offered and it is only available
on the Highline models. The Sportline trim was later added to the Australian lineup in December
It was offered with two trim levels: Comfortline and Highline. It will be sold alongside the SWB
variant and be assembled locally in Pekan. The Tiguan Allspace Highline will be powered by a 1.
It is powered by the same 1. Through to its production, the Tiguan have received various special
trim levels and limited edition models in some markets. In Australia, Volkswagen Australia has
launched two limited edition models for the Tiguan exclusively for the Australian market in each
respectively dates, the first being the Wolfsburg Edition, available on the SWB model in
November , with a limited up to units. At the Moscow International Automobile Salon ,
Volkswagen unveiled the Tiguan Offroad for the European market, it features a characteristic
off-road exterior design, compared to the normal Tiguan, including different bumper designs
with skid plates, black chrome window trim strips, black roof rails and side mirror covers, and a
special "OFFROAD" badge located on the B-pillar. For the interior, it features comfortable front
seats with the centre storage compartment wrapped in fabric leather, black headliner,
multifunction steering wheel, gear knob wrapped in leather, aluminum trim, stainless steel
pedals and rubber floor mats. It is available in six different colors, with a two-tone combination
look with a black roof as a part of the optional Offroad Plus package and a standard inch
"Sebring" alloy wheels with three alternative wheel options available. The Tiguan Offroad is
offered in various range of diesel and gasoline engines, it is mated by a 7-speed DSG
transmission as standard, along with 4Motion all-wheel drive featuring Active Control system,
which can be switched between three driving modes: Onroad, Offroad and Snow. In Mexico, a
special exclusive limited edition model for the Mexican-spec Tiguan was launched there on
October 15, It is based on the Comfortline model. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Not to
be confused with Volkswagen Taigun. Motor vehicle. Front-engine, front-wheel-drive
Front-engine, all-wheel-drive. Petrol : 1. Motor Trend. Retrieved September 14, Archived from
the original on Retrieved Volkswagen Newsroom. Motor Authority. Retrieved 14 July Green Car
Reports. The Truth About Cars. Retrieved 30 September Retrieved 6 May Autocar Professional.
Car and Driver. Automotive Manufacturing Solutions. Auto Express. Top Gear. Autocosmos in
Spanish. Autocar India. Paul Tan's Automotive News. Oto Driver in Indonesian. Volkswagen
passenger cars. Touran Viloran. Buggy I. Buzz I. Crozz I. Roomzz I. Space Vizzion I. Volkswagen
Passenger Cars , a marque of the Volkswagen Group , car timeline, Chinese market ,
sâ€”present. Categories : Cars introduced in All-wheel-drive vehicles Compact sport utility
vehicles Crossover sport utility vehicles Front-wheel-drive vehicles Volkswagen vehicles s cars
s cars. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community
portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons.
Compact crossover SUV C. Volkswagen Group B6 PQ Volkswagen Passat B6 [6]. Petrol
engines. Diesel engines. Plug-in hybrid petrol engine. Wikimedia Commons has media related to
Volkswagen Tiguan. Economy car. City car. Polo III. Polo IV. Polo V. Polo VI. Small family car.
Golf I. Golf II. Golf III. Golf IV. Golf V. Golf VI. Golf VII. Golf VIII. Jetta I. Jetta II. Jetta V. Jetta VI.
Large family car. Passat I. Passat III. Passat IV. Passat V. Passat VI. Passat VII. Passat VIII.
Luxury car. Scirocco I. Scirocco II. Scirocco III. Golf I Cabriolet. Golf III Cabriolet. Golf VI
Cabriolet. T-Roc Cabriolet. New Beetle Cabriolet. Beetle Cabriolet. Compact MPV. Golf Plus. Golf
Sportsvan. Touran I. Touran II. Sharan I. Sharan II. Touareg I. Touareg II. Touareg III. Deutsche
Arbeitsfront founder A marque of the Volkswagen Group 4motion. New Beetle. Rabbit

Convertible. New Beetle Convertible. Rabbit Pickup. Compact crossover SUV. Mid-size
crossover SUV. Atlas CS. Gol II. Polo Plus VI. Compact C. Santana Variant I. Gran Lavida III.
Santana I. Santana II. Lavida Plus III. Citi Golf. Bora II. Bora IV. Sagitar I. Sagitar II. Sagitar III.
Mid-size sedan D. Passat Lingyu. Passat NMS I. Magotan I. Magotan II. Magotan III. CC II.
Executive sedan E. Subcompact SUV B. Compact SUV C. Tiguan L II. Mid-size SUV D. Touran L
II. Caddy III. Full-size minivan. Targeted at small families looking for something sportier than a
wagon, this model is sleeker and more economical. It is available in 7 trims, all of which contain
a turbcharged hp 2. VW likes to tout the Tiguan as the only car of its class to offer its turbo
standard. The base S has a 6-speed manual transmission for the front-wheel-drive version, with
an available 6-speed automatic; all-wheel drive AWD is also available. The S sits atop inch
wheels and has daytime running lights. The SE ditches the manual transmission and the cloth
seats, adding simulated leather seats and tacking on a roof rail; it comes standard with inch
wheels. Sunroof and navigation are available for both. The top-of-the-line SEL has all the
goodies below it and adds bi-xenon headlights, leather seating and inch wheels. Outside, the
Tiguan's front end has been redesigned to conform to the modern VW look, with new fog lights
and a lower grille, making it look more like its big brother the Tuareg. Some might read that as
bland. The interior is where the Tiguan truly shines. The clean, stitched interior and uncluttered
dash are hallmark features of all VWs. It has comfortable seating for 5 adults and a good
amount of cargo room It has 6 airbags with side curtain protection, as well as what they call an
Intelligent Crash Response System, which unlocks the doors, shuts off the fuel pump and turns
on the hazards in case of a serious collision. Volkswagen is attempting to bring modest
elegance into the crossover world, and with its engineering and craft, has succeeded with the
Tiguan. Each ranking was based on 9 categories. Here is the summary of top rankings. Radio
isn't working, reverse camera isn't working. Bluetooth still connects. Car is only 5 years old but
after complaining to the Dealer, they opted to change the battery. No difference. If the vehicle is
not used at least once every 3 days, when I go to start it, the batter Mileage at 68, Can I delay
repair for awhile? When jump starting it accidentally crossed cables now won't start all kind all
kind of warning lights on. I am thinking of buying one, but i do not see many on the road.
Average user score. Based on 7 reviews. Awesome Ride!! Sharp Compact Suv. Plenty Available.
Review by Aaron. Updated Aug 22, by Anonymous. What's your take on the Volkswagen
Tiguan? Have you driven a Volkswagen Tiguan? Rank This Car. Cars compared to Volkswagen
Tiguan. Have questions? Ask a question. Browse questions. Favorite Favorite. Volkswagen
Tiguan Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Other Years. Used
Cars for Sale. Compare Volkswagen Tiguan to Related Models. Best Small SUVs. Select Year
Subaru Tesla Toyota Volkswagen Volvo. Research By Category Body Style. Start a Loan
Request Form Today! Used Cars. By Make. New Arteon Atlas. Golf ID. Jetta Passat. Taos
Tiguan. Used Beetle CC. Phaeton Rabbit. Routan Touareg. New By Year. Used By Year. Filter
Results reset. Transmission Automatic Manual 1. Drivetrain 2WD 6. Features Navigation 2.
Sunroof 4. Trim S 5. SEL 2. Quick Specs. Engine Turbocharged Gas I4, 2. Drivetrain Front Wheel
Drive. Passenger Capacity 5. Passenger Doors 4. Body Style Sport Utility. Dimensions Vehicle.
Base Curb Weight lbs Front Leg Room in Second Shoulder Room in Second Head Room in
Front Shoulder Room in Front Head Room in Second Leg Room in Wheelbase in Track Width,
Rear in Height, Overall in Length, Overall in Min Ground Clearance in 6. Track Width, Front in
Liftover Height in - TBD -. Fuel Economy Fuel Tank. Fuel Tank Capacity, Approx gal
Performance Specs Engine. Engine Order Code NA. Fuel System Direct Injection. Engine Type
Turbocharged Gas I4. Displacement 2. Clutch Size in NA. First Gear Ratio :1 3. Sixth Gear Ratio
:1 0. Trans Description Cont. Fourth Gear Ratio :1 1. Final Drive Axle Ratio :1 3. Trans Order
Code NA. Second Gear Ratio :1 2. Reverse Ratio :1 3. Again NA. Fifth Gear Ratio :1 0. Trans
Type 6. Third Gear Ratio :1 1. Brake Type Pwr. Rear Brake Rotor Diam x Thickness in Disc - Rear
Yes or Yes. Drum - Rear Yes or NA. Front Brake Rotor Diam x Thickness in Disc - Front Yes or
Yes. Steering Type Pwr. Turning Diameter - Curb to Curb ft Steering Ratio :1 , Overall Lock to
Lock Turns Steering 2. Front Wheel Size in 16 x 6. Spare Wheel Material Steel. Front Wheel
Material Aluminum. Rear Wheel Size in 16 x 6. Rear Wheel Material Aluminum. Suspension Type
- Front MacPherson strut. Suspension Type - Rear Cont. Suspension Type - Rear Four-link.
Suspension Type - Front Cont. Safety Features Safety. Air Bag-Frontal-Driver Yes. Air
Bag-Frontal-Passenger Yes. Brakes-ABS Yes. Daytime Running Lights Yes. Traction Control
Yes. Night Vision No. Rollover Protection Bars No. Fog Lamps No. Parking Aid No. Tire
Pressure Monitor Yes. Back-Up Camera No. Stability Control Yes. Warranty Warranty. Basic
Years 3. Corrosion Years Drivetrain Years 5. Maintenance Years 3. Roadside Assistance Years
3. Other Specs Cooling System. Total Cooling System Capacity qts Maximum Alternator
Capacity amps Looking for other models of the Volkswagen Tiguan? Compare the Volkswagen
Tiguan against the competition. Gas Mileage. Turbocharged Gas I4. Front Wheel Drive.

Passenger Capacity. All Rights Reserved. Stock photography by izmo, Inc. Read our Cookie
Policy. Over the last decade, Volkswagen has pushed simplicity, value and practicality in the U.
The Volkswagen Tiguan won't necessarily win crossover shoppers over for its pricetag, for
interior space, or for having the very latest infotainment and connectivity features. What it does
simply, and well, is deliver the essentials in the typical VW fashion: it's the right size, with the
right performance, styled for long-lasting appeal, with a cabin that's a knockout even at the top
of its price range. With respect to styling and the driving experience, the Tiguan is one of the
more conservative designs VW has produced in recent years--but that includes a knockout
cabin that's attractive and gets all the details right. As if the Tiguan were designed from the
inside out maybe it was , this is a vehicle with an upright design inside and a straightforward
presentation, yet with richer finishes than we've seen in some of VW's other small cars. From
the outside, there's really nothing adventurous and nothing exciting about it, and it ends up
looking like a grown-upward version of the Golf--with only the larger wheels on some models
helping throw it more decisively into the crossover category. The Tiguan doesn't betray its
homely exterior too much. Although the specs might sound promisinghorsepower
turbocharged four, manual or automatic transmissions--this is a vehicle tuned for family duty,
not for VW precision. It can tow up to 2, poundsâ€”good for jet-skis or ATVsâ€”while
all-wheel-drive versions also make good picks for those in snowy climates. Really, the Tiguan is
what it is: a very tall small car with a lot of usefulness, an affordable price, and good gas
mileage. Most crossover shoppers also want an interior that's straightforward and
versatileâ€”as well as comfortableâ€”and the Tiguan delivers on those expectations. Front
seats feel sporty and supportive, with good comfort and an excellent driving position, while the
second-row seats slide and tilt, leaving ample space for adults. Throughout the Tiguan, there
really isn't a hair out of place. And while it isn't a design leader in any way, just a quick glance
around the cabin may be enough to understand where this crossover really shines: Materials
and details feel polished, assembly quality is tight, and overall there's a feel that this could
conceivably be a vehicle from a premium brand like Audi. Crash-test results for the Tiguan have
been excellent, and Volkswagen continuous to offer a few more safety features than you'd
typically expect to see in a small crossover. In addition to the usual front and side airbags, rear
side thorax airbagsâ€”not often available in this classâ€”are an option here. On all-wheel-drive
versions, hill descent control is also included, to help control speed on steep slopes, while for
hill-hold control and an electronic parking brake have been added to the entire model line.
Along with a mild refresh last year, VW upped the level of standard equipment in the Tiguan;
base models remain above the entry prices for many rival models, however. But feature content
throughout the lineup is now impressive. Mid-level SE models add fog and cornering lamps,
heated seats, and VW's V-Tex vinyl seatingâ€”which to us is no upgrade, so try them both. The
SEL model includes leather seats and push-button start, along with a sport suspension,
bi-xenon headlamps and LED running lamps, and automatic climate control. There's only one
equipment surprise in the Tiguan: If you want a manual version of the Tiguan, you'll have to
settle for the more basic base model. For , the Tiguan is no longer as vegan-friendly; all trims
now include leather trim for the shift knob and steering wheel. Also new to the lineup is a partial
power passenger seat in SE trims, while SEL models now have a full power one. The Tiguan is
one of the more conservative designs VW has produced in recent years--but that includes a
knockout cabin that's attractive and gets all the details right. Last year the Tiguan got a new
grille and some subtle exterior changes that put it back in line with some of VW's recently
redesigned vehicles. While the overall look is subduedâ€”it's not really sporty, rugged, or
adventurousâ€”the front end is more crisply detailed now and the inch wheels offered on top
SEL models do give the whole design a little more punch. Inside, the Tiguan has a lot more
charm, and it's not because the styling itself is that much more flamboyant but because the
cabin is so well detailed. It's very straightforward but richly textured, with nice materials and big
round gauges, framed simply, and the interior feels like it's from a premium brandâ€”a step up
from the somewhat cheapened interiors of the Jetta and Passat sedans. You might expect
Volkswagen's reputation for driving fun to carry over to the Tiguan, but there's not much the
automaker can do to add excitement to a vehicle that's so straightforward in purpose. The
specs might sound promisinghorsepower turbocharged four, manual or automatic
transmissions--but this is a vehicle tuned for family duty, not for VW precision. The
turbocharged four has a broad, flat torque curve, and it's teamed well with either the six-speed
manual or six-speed automatic transmission; we've spent more time in the automatic, and it's
punchy enough so you're rarely bored in urban driving. This manual gearbox is atypically light
and imprecise, while the automatic makes the most of the engine's torque plateau, so we
recommend the latter. Otherwise, the Tiguan has the road manners you'd expect from a tall
wagon. Ride and handling are tuned for all-around utility, not hot-hatch dynamics. The steering

can feel a little light and lacking in feedback sometimes, and if you push it too hard in corners
the multilink rear suspension merely blunts out impacts, in favor of sharpness and at the cost of
sharpness. There's a lack of zeal and tenacity, and the Tiguan is simply not meant to satisfy
serious driving enthusiasts. But at the same time it's safe and responsive enough for most
needsâ€”even nimble-feeling compared to other crossovers. The Tiguan's Haldex all-wheel
drive system called 4Motion in the model line is great for snowy driveways; it delivers 90
percent of torque to the front wheels most of the time, but once slip is detected it can send
more to the wheels where it's needed. At about inches long and 73 inches wide, the Tiguan has
a smaller parking footprint than most compact sedans. Yet its height of There are three different
upholstery materials used in the Tiguan, and in each case they're tastefully done and have a
high-quality look and feel. Base models get cloth, while mid-line models have a vinyl
'leatherette' and top-of-the-line models get true leather. Most versions also have adjustable
lumbar support and height-adjustable seats, as well as a power rake adjustment for the driver's
seat, but not the passenger seat. You won't find third-row seats in the Tiguan, of course, but the
second row has a level of comfort that almost rivals that of the front, thanks to the tall roofline
and a seat design that seems to have prioritized passenger comfort as much as cargo space.
Shoulder and leg room are good, and the seats are split to fold, slide, and tilt to improve access
to the cargo area. On 4Motion all-wheel-drive versions, hill descent control is also included, to
help control speed on steep slopes, while for hill-hold control and an electronic parking brake
have been added to the entire model line. The Tiguan hasn't yet been rated in the new IIIHS
small overlap frontal test, or in updated federal tests, but crash-test results for the VW Tiguan
have been excellent. About the only things that are arguably missing from the Tiguan's roster
are advanced-safety features such as a rearview camera, parking sensors, blind-spot detectors,
and lane-departure warning systems. These features, which might help avoid an accident, are
beginning to become available in compact mainstream crossovers. It's worth noting though that
outward visibility is better in the Tiguan than in many of the alternatives; thank the tall seating
position and relatively level beltline. Last year Volkswagen did improve the Tiguan's value by
wrapping in more standard features and technology, so the Tiguan stands up better in the
market in terms of features for the money than it did a couple of years ago. SE models gain
leatherette trim, heated seats, and an iPod adapter, along with inch wheels; a multi-function
steering wheel; power-recline driver seat; satellite radio; and fog lights. One interesting change
for on the Tiguan is that both the high-end Dynaudio sound system and the top navigation
system have been removed from the lineup they used to be optional on the top SEL. But with
the SEL you still do get a level of equipment that's about on par with entry-level luxury-brand
models. Here, the Tiguan includes inch wheels; a sport suspension; leather seating surfaces; a
power driver seat; pushbutton start; keyless entry; a power panoramic sunroof; automatic
climate control; LED daytime running lights; and a navigation system. Also new to the lineup is
a partial power passenger seat in SE trims, with a full power passenger seat for SEL models.
The Volkswagen Tiguan has what should be a very fuel-efficient powertrain: a turbocharged 2.
And yet actual EPA results don't deliver to that supposition. Those numbers are near the
bottom of the crossover class; compared to other four-cylinder compact crossovers; and the
embarrassing part is that it's even fallen behind some of the newer Vpowered crossovers in its
class. Not only that, the Tiguan also requires drivers use premium fuel. There are other options,
even within the VW fold, for those who deem that unacceptable: The Volkswagen Jetta
SportWagen offers a TDI clean-diesel engine that's just as perky but offers up to 42 mpg
highway. Subaru Tesla Toyota Volkswagen Volvo. Research By Category Body Style. Start a
Loan Request Form Today! Used Cars. By Make. New Arteon Atlas Golf. Jetta Passat Taos.
Used Beetle CC e-Golf. Eos ID. Rabbit Routan Touareg. New By Year. Used By Year. Reviews
Specs Photos Inventory. Likes Strong, efficient turbo four Upscale interior Roomy cabin Build
quality and materials. Dislikes Uninspired handling Conservative styling Priced higher than its
peers Notchy, vague manual gearbox. It packs nearly as much cargo versatility as the Tiguan,
but with a highway rating of 42 mpg. The Volkswagen Tiguan is a little conservative in look and
feel, but otherwise it has everything that urban crossover shoppers want. Review continues
below. Used Volkswagen Tiguan for sale near change location. Continue Reading. Rate and
Review your car for The Car Connection! Tell us your own ratings for a vehicle you own. Rate
your car on Performance, Safety, Features and more. Rating breakdown on a scale of 1 to 10?
Compare the Volkswagen Tiguan against the competition. Looking for a different year of the
Volkswagen Tiguan? Used Volkswagen Tiguan cars. Used Chevrolet Equinox 2, cars. Used Ford
Escape 6, cars. Used Honda CR-V 1, cars. Used Kia Sportage cars. All Rights Reserved. Stock
photography by izmo, Inc. Read our Cookie Policy. This vehicle is perfect size for me. It is
affordable, gets great gas mileage, and has an awesome sunroof. The only downfall to this
vehicle is it does not have automatic lights or power seats. I have over , miles on my tiguan and

have has no issues this far! While driving my Tiguan on highway 80mph the steering locked up
and steering light came on. I was able to steer a little but it was extremely stiff, jumped across
three lanes and almost wreaked! I had the wife and son in the car when it happened. Reading
online about a lot of complaints about the same failure. It seems that every few months my
check engine light is on, something is failing, or it just has general issues. I want to love this car
because the size is great, its such a comfy interior and I love the look of it. However after 5
years of owning it, I have had to replace Two batteries, replace all the spark plugs after it
stopped working while I was on the interstate , alternator gave out at 75, miles, and craziest of
all to me was needing a new water pump at 60, miles. With the money spent on repairs, I should
have just spent more on the front end and gotten something more reliable. The tiguan is a
fabulous car that is very attractive. It is perfect for my needs, and although it does not have the
largest cargo space, it has successfully made trips from Pennsylvania to Tennessee and to
Maine while fitting a lot of items. The interior of the car feels totally spacious and airy because
of the windows and space. The one downfall is because it is a German car, the cost of repair
and replacement of parts is more expensive than domestic cars or other foreign cars. Overall I
have loved the car so much and would buy from Volkswagen again. I love the size of the
vehicle. It sits up high and is roomy, but it is not too wide and is very easy to park. One thing I
personally find annoying is how sensitive the brakes are. I have had to develop an extremely
light touch to make sure I am not jolting around. Good sound system and dashboard. I have had
no major issues with the car in seven years, so I would say it is very reliable. Breaks are an
issue but drives smoothly. Overall great car. Great gas mileage. Very comfortable. Good size.
Perfect car for family. No issues. Not many issues. Great features. Volkswagen is a great car
brand. Would buy another. Best car ever. My car unfortunately is in the shop getting fixed. It has
a problem with the transmission and I am quite discouraged. I am not happy with the dealer who
after three tries was unable to find the problem. My only complaint is when my cars "needs
serviced" wheels, oil, etc it doesn't specifically tell me which. What I do not like about the
vehicle is that if I get a call while driving, then the call ends, my Bluetooth will disconnect from
my phone and then it is almost impossible to get my phone connected to the car Bluetooth
again. If I am really desperate enough, I will have to pull over and turn my car off then try to
reconnect the Bluetooth. Sometimes after that it will work. Other times it will not work again
until the next day. Lots of mileage, used car, runs very well. In great condition after oil change
and tune up. Seats five. No electric issues. Air conditioning and heat available. Storage
compacts near center console as well ceiling storage compacts. Great for family and friend
traveling. Love the car, one bad thing is the trunk area is small. Drives nice, comfortable.
Sunroof, heated seats, leather seats. Back seats move forward and backward. Air vents in the
backseat. Fairly roomy in the back seats. Touchscreen radio and navigation. We bought our VW
Tiguan used and until we reached 70, miles, we had no problems. One day, the oil light buzzed
and upon checking, we found the oil reservoir was empty. This issue has happened twice. The
car uses oil and requires an additional quart between oil changes. This is a known problem with
this make and model. Otherwise, it's a comfortable, compact SUV with moderate cargo space.
It's warm in the winter and cool in the summer. It's particularly easy to drive in the snow with
good tires. I love VW's stiff steering wheel and its rugged engineering. She chuggs Premium
petro 3. She is lifeless when run cold 5. Brilliantly Over-engineered!!! My car takes premium and
is a gas hog, it costs me so much to fill up my tank and then it feels like the gas is gone within
no time. The car itself rode really nicely when I first purchased it, now after 7 years I'd Definitely
does not ride as nicely. Also, repairs are expensive for Volkswagens and not everyone is
qualified to perform them since they are different than other American brands. I do like some of
the added features however, like my windows which I can roll down with the quick touch of the
window button. I also like the hands-free capability Bluetooth and way that my windshield
wipers change speed based on the severity of the rain. Also, the car is pretty spacious for a
small SUV. I recently just got this vehicle. I really like it. Drives well. Good on gas. The wipers
are great in the rain. The interior is nice and spacious. I have had no issues thus far. It is an
older car so it does not have the newest interior systems but it does have Bluetooth. The car
takes premium gas which is pretty pricey and I also feel like it is a gas hog. I also feel like the
car does not really have very many 'bells and whistles' it's a pretty basic car for the price. I do
wish it had more features, like touch screen navigation, or heated seats or steering or even a
backup camera. But at the same time, I feel like maintenance on my vehicle is minor. Plenty of
legroom. Good storage in back. Smooth ride. Great looking car that gets a lot of attention. Easy
to park. Back seats share a cup holder and armrest in the center. Easy to get in and out of.
Great in the snow! Love the extra long sunroof!! I have never had any reliability issues with my
car. It runs great, it is good on gas and it is comfortable to drive and ride in. There's plenty of
legroom in the front and back seats. The interior is spacious and I have never had an issue with

headroom either. The panoramic sunroof is amazing, I use it all year round. It also has heated
seats and Bluetooth which is nice for a vehicle and especially at this price point. It has a very
smooth ride and there's not a lot of road noise even at high speeds. For a 4 cylinder, it is
surprisingly peppy. When driving, I can get up and go if I need to or I can lock on my cruise
control and enjoy the ride. It is a great all around compact SUV. There's only a few things that I
would change about it. One is that the seats are a leatherette so they can be a bit stiff which can
make for an uncomfortable long drive. And the technology is lacking compared to similar
models of different makes. For example, this car does not have automatic headlights, the
touchscreen is not super responsive and it looks a bit dated and the navigation is essentially
useless in because the roads are outdated. My Volkswagen tiguan is a somewhat reliable car. It
has a good amount of space inside the vehicle but I have had some issues with it. For starters
the sunroof leaks which in turn has ruined the floors and carpet in it. The gas mileage is also
terrible. It is a very comfortable car and drives super smooth. I have only had it for about 3 years
and have had quite a few issues. I had to get the coolant pump fixed and the back seat locking
mechanism went out so I am unable to lay the seat down. The gas flap gets stuck if closed so
we just have to close it to and not actually lock it otherwise we cannot get to the gas cap. My
favorite thing about this car is probably how easy it is to handle, it makes driving easy. I also
love the comfort of both the front seats and the back seats. The best thing about VWs is the
accessibility and competence of their service. We have established two excellent VW service
relationships. They follow up appointments and operate friendly and hospitable service
facilities. Our two favorites are equally staffed and helpful. Very expensive to fix since it is a
German car the parts are put together differently but love the amenities and the way it drives!
You have to put premium gas in the tank but you get pretty good gas mileage and the tank is big
enough to get me through the week! I love the tiguan. It is a great size with the standard 5 seats.
They have a range of colors, but mine is white. It drives very smoothly and is a great car for
beginner driver or those who travel a lot and want an elevated car. The trunk is spacious. The
leather is very nice. It requires a traditional key unlike the newer cars which can be turned on
with a push of a button. There is a lot of storage built into the roof the car from the inside. It is
easy to clean. Though I love the car, it has needed frequent check ups before the mileage says it
is time. That being said, I really like the Volkswagen company because they are always nice and
I have never had an issue with getting things fixed for absurd prices. It has capabilities of a
SUV, but drives like a car! Very easy to get in and out of, no stopping low or climbing up
needed. I have great visuals all around and no blockage of views or sight lines. Vehicle has
great spunk! I can get a great boost and quick acceleration for merging and passing. I am
accustomed to manual transmissions, but this automatic gives me very similar control and pick
up. I love how cute it is and unique to other designs of crossovers! Change Year. Owner
Reviews See below. Expert Review. For Sale Near Me. Owner Reviews. Filter by: Rating. Feature
Reviews. Comfort Reviews. Fuel Economy Reviews. Value Reviews. Interior Reviews. Problems
Reviews. Safety Reviews. Reliability Reviews. Search by keyword. Most Helpful. Most Recent.
Highest Rating. Lowest Rating. Chandra S wrote on February 7, Joey Murdola wrote on
November 10, Elizabeth S wrote on November 8, Elle N wrote on October 9, Jenny R wrote on
October 8, Mimi Y wrote on October 7, Donna S wrote on October 1, Kelsie B wrote on
September 30, Mikayla D wrote on September 24, Ashley G wrote on September 23, Amanda S
wrote on September 9, Joan M wrote on September 7, Danielle B wrote on September 7, Tori W
wrote on September 5, Danielle B wrote on September 3, Kimberley M wrote on August 31,
Amber D wrote on August 29, Auburn C wrote on August 28, Karissa H wrote on August 22,
Lauren L wrote on August 20, Charles N wrote on August 19, Lindsay C wrote on August 16,
Bee D wrote on August 16, Victoria J wrote on August 15, Continue to Overview. The Tiguan is a
sophisticated, fun-to-drive small SUV with a nicely finished and relatively roomy interior. It came
with a bit of sticker shock for a non-luxury nameplate, but outscored several fancy-branded
models that were more expensive. In most cases, automotive warranties are based on the
vehicle identification number VIN , and the warranty will be valid regardless of ownership. The
dealership can tell you exactly how much warranty is left. The Reliability score is based on our
latest subscriber survey of Volkswagen Tiguan owners. The owner comments describe
problems respondents experienced with this vehicle. It was completely replaced and didn't
cause any more problems". The water leaked into the body and there would be heavy
condensation inside the car every morning. On a very cold winter morning I was warming up the
car and turned on the defrost vent and decided to tilt open the roof to help evaporate the
condensation faster.. HUGE mistake because of the water build up that froze one of the sliding
motors and broke it. It now will not close completely either. I was unhappy to say the least!
Thank goodness for my wife who told me to call our insurance and see if its covered under
mechanical and it was! It also covered checking and cleaning the drainage tube. Saved me 4k.

Other than that we really like the car and its fun in the snow. Dealer repaired it under warranty".
It has been lubricated which did lessen the problem. Switching to new tires reduced the squeak
as well. Door can be tightened, but noise returns in weeks. I have heard of another newer
Tiguan having the same problem. This car's interior is practically all cheap plastic; it degrades
over time, switches fail and break, the lens covering the speedometer and gauge cluster
actually has two large stress cracks in it from being poorly fit into the dashboard; it is so
aggravating to look at; pieces of plastic just deteriorate and fall off; I find plastic pieces on the
carpeting when I go to vacuum out the interior of the car. I've said it before, I'll say it again, this
car is a piece of garbage. I've owned and driven VW cars forever, both new and used; my first
brand new car was a VW Rabbit, and that was the best car I ever had, and I put over ,
trouble-free miles on it. I will never, ever, ever buy another VW. I expect to get some road noise
but this is more than I expected". This car is a piece of garbage that is over-engineered, overrun
by too many electronics, and parts that should be made out of steel, iron, or aluminum are made
of plastics that crack and disintegrate under stress and heat; all this, and these parts that are
cheaply made and slapped together, and it is all guaranteed to break down. This was done and
it works fine now. I took to my private mechanic who put in an additive to the gasoline tank we
did this three times the engine light has since gone out, all errors cleared, but still runs roughly;
replaced plugs, occasional rough running, but smooths out eventually. Ongoing problem with
engine that will be with me throughout the life of the car. There are so many other p". All items
were replaced". It was getting terribly mileage. First they updated some softwear and that didn't
help. Turns out, so they say, it needed a new computer controlling the fuel pump". I've had gas
pumps replaced on two occasions". Dealer said the high pressure fuel pump threw the warning,
unit was replaced under warranty. There was also a recall on this issue that came out after the
car was serviced. Recall for a software reprogram to fix a po". Shocks or struts, ball joints, tie
rods, wheel bearings, alignment, steering linkage includes rack and pinion , power steering
pumps and hoses, leaks , wheel balance, springs or torsion bars, bushings, electronic or air
suspension. Evidently these wear out at approx. Lower control arms and bushings. Both L and
R front end bushings were replaced by an independant VW service garage. I believe the Tiguan
has electronic steering This happened a couple of years ago but by the time the dealership got
the vehicle towed in, the temperatures had warmed up and the problem went away. This made it
very nerve racking to drive in the cold as the steering would completely lack up. In February of
this happened when my wife was close to the dealership and they finally could see for
themselves. The steering rack was defective. This was replaced under warranty. Very fortunate
that no one got hurt. VW should have replaced it the first time as this is a known problem. There
were 5 other Tiquans that needed this fix at the same time as ours. Antilock system ABS ,
parking brake, master cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation or vibration, squeaking, brake failure
or wear. The towing capacity of the Tiguan was sufficient, but the vehicle was never designed
for the sort of wear and tear it was experiencing. I say this because all other break pads were
good. I was told that this is because we don't use our electronic emergency break that helps it
self adjust. Because of the electronic portion of this breaking system, I could not change the
break pads myself as it takes a computer to back them off. Volkswagon would do nothing to
help out with this as they said that it ws normal wear and tear. There was nothing normal about
one pad out of 8 needing to be replaced. I will never buy another new VW because of this. VW
used to be really good to deal with for warranty and this is why I have bought them since No
more. Seems premature. Plan to check elsewhere". My personal mechanic indicated this is a
chronic issue with VW". Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or
supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. This is of concern when planning to merge into traffic.
Dealer personnel stated that deposits build up during local driving causing such problems.
Their solution is to change to fuel dealers that have a quality additive that keeps injectors clean.
They also suggested that I occasionally drive on a highway where I can safely surge to high
speed t". The only way to fix it is to change the entire turbo because the waste gate is not
serviceable. Bluetooth , voice control commands, steering wheel controls, portable music
device interface e. Works well now". Installed it myself. I consider the added convenience of
GPS worth the effort! Alternator, starter, hybrid battery and related systems, regular battery,
battery cables, engine harness, coil, ignition switch, electronic ignition, distributor or rotor
failure, spark plugs and wires failure. I see why they do that because it took forever to get the
bulb out and new one back in. Instructions in the manual didn't cover the Xenon lights, which
are standard on the SEL. Next to impossible to see the area where the bulb goes and it took a
small hand to get in there. All while h". Bad wiring". Dealer suggested I should not have used
RainX brand solvent as it's chemistry damaged the sensor. Could not replace at first oil change
as they would have needed the car all day because the front bumper must come o". Accessory
belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks. Thus

requiring multiple trips to get corrected. No reserve tank, failed fuel pump, turbo failure Cruise
control, clock, warning lights, body control module, keyless entry, wiper motor or washer, tire
pressure monitor, interior or exterior lights, horn, gauges, 12V power plug, remote engine start,
alarm or security system. I have mentioned this to friends that have VWs and they say that they
never read that in their manual". Major expense ostensibly due to carbon buildup in my engine,
even though I only used premium fuel from Tier 1 gasoline providers. Covered by warranty.
Excellent warranty service". Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter, clutch
replacement. Muffler, pipes, catalytic converter, exhaust manifold, leaks. Gear selector or
linkage, leaks, transmission computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment,
rough shifting, slipping transmission. In cold weather, clutch seems to not want to disengage all
the way, hence prohibiting me from shifting into first or reverse gears. I have to let the car idle
to warm up for at least 20 minutes in order to move the car. More problems also". Radiator,
cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating. Luckily it was a warranty
repair. Paint fading, chalking, cracking, or peeling , loose interior and exterior trim or moldings,
rust. Refused replacement as dealer said it would only happen again then blamed me for not
keeping it polished. Power or manual windows, locks and latches, tailgate, hatch or trunk, doors
or sliding doors, mirrors, seat controls, safety belts, sunroof, convertible top. Reactivate now to
get the information you were looking for! If you feel you have received this message in error,
please view our customer care FAQs or access your account information here. Sign In. Become
a Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance? Please call Member
Services at Unlock Ratings. New Used Volkswagen Tiguan Change Vehicle. There are 3 recalls
on this vehicle. Learn More. See All. Owner Satisfaction. Crash and Rollover Tests. Road Test
Results. Performance Performance. Acceleration Acceleration Acceleration tests are conducted
on a smooth, flat pavement straightaway at the track. The time in seconds that a vehicle takes to
reach 60 mph from a standstill with the engine idling. Transmission Transmission Transmission
performance is determined by shifting smoothness, response, shifter action, and clutch
actuation for manual transmissions. Fuel Economy Fuel Economy We perform our own
fuel-economy tests, independent of the government's often-quoted EPA figures and the
manufacturers' claims. Using a precise fuel-flow measuring device spliced into the fuel line, we
run two separate circuits to represent city and highway consumption. CR's Overall Mileage CR's
Overall Mileage CR's overall mileage is a composite of measured fuel usage on a prescribed city
course and highway cruising; and CR's mile test trip of mixed driving, if tested. In recent road
tests, we've discontinued the mile trip test. Braking Braking The braking rating is a composite
of wet and dry stopping distances and pedal feel. Braking distance is from 60 mph, with no
wheels locked. Emergency Handling Emergency Handling Several factors go into the rating,
including the avoidance maneuver speed and confidence, as well as how the vehicle behaves
when pushed to its limit. Ride Ride Our expert judgment of how well the suspension isolates
and absorbs road imperfections and how steady it keeps the body on various road surfaces.
Noise Noise Our expert judgment of the vehicle's interior noise level in everyday driving. Front
Seat Comfort Front Seat Comfort Our judgment of how comfortable the front seat is for drivers
of various heights. Rear Seat Comfort Rear Seat Comfort Our judgment of how comfortable the
rear seat is for two passengers to sit across. Emissions Emissions. Greenhouse Gas
Greenhouse Gas The Greenhouse Gas Rating represents the amount of carbon dioxide the
vehicle emits compared to other vehicles of the same model year. This score from the EPA
ranges from 1 worst to 10 best. Smog Rating Smog Rating The Smog Rating represents the
amount of health-damaging and smog-forming airborne pollutants the vehicle emits compared
to other vehicles of the same model year. Owner Reports. Worse Better. Reliability History
Reliability History The reliability charts are based on responses on hundreds of thousands of
vehicles from our latest Annual Auto Survey. Consumer Reports subscribers reported on any
serious problems they had with their vehicles during the past 12 months that they considered
serious because of cost, failure, safety, or downtime, in any of the trouble spots included in the
table below. The results are presented relative to the average model that year. Extra weight is
given to the more serious areas such as major engine or transmission problems. Based on this
data and further analysis, we predict reliability for the latest year. An X indicates that the vehicle
was not manufactured for a specific year. Engine Major Engine Major Engine rebuild or
replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain or timing belt.
Engine Minor Engine Minor Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts,
engine knock or ping, oil leaks. Engine Cooling Engine Cooling Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze
leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating. Transmission Major Transmission Major
Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter, clutch replacement. Transmission Minor
Transmission Minor Gear selector or linkage, leaks, transmission computer, transmission
sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting, slipping transmission. View all Reliability.

Owner Satisfaction Owner Satisfaction To learn about satisfaction, CR has collected survey
data from our annual survey on more than half a million vehicles. Our subscribers provide great
insights into their satisfaction by answering one simple question: If they had it to do all over
again, would they definitely buy or lease the same model? In addition, respondents also rate
their cars in six categories: driving experience, comfort, value, styling, audio, and climate
systems. Driving Experience Driving Experience Includes acceleration and handling. Comfort
Comfort Includes seats, climate control, noise, and ride. Value Value Did you get what you
wanted relative to the price you paid? Styling Styling How it looks inside and out. View all
Owner Satisfaction. Safety Equipment. Side and head protection air bags standard. Drive
Wheels. AWD , Front. Coverage varies among versions of this vehicle. Read more about
extended warranties. Body Styles. Transmissions Available. Engines Available. What Owners
Say. Air or water leaks "roof drainage became blocked and water leaked into the car"
Anonymous, ON Volkswagen Tiguan 2. There are so many other p" Sean B. All items were
replaced" Rose Lou S. Turns out, so they say, it needed a new computer controlling the fuel
pump" Anonymous, MN Volkswagen Tiguan 2. Calipers "Replaced with rotors. Plan to check
elsewhere" E P. They also suggested that I occasionally drive on a highway where I can safely
surge to high speed t" Robert C. Headlights "Replacing the driver's side headlight was a huge
headache. All while h" Liz P. Could not replace at first oil change as they would have needed the
car all day because the front bumper must come o" Greg D. Battery not hybrid or electric "I
believe there should be more explanation about the need to lock the car when not in use for an
extended time. I have mentioned this to friends that have VWs and they say that they never read
that in their manual" Robert C. Excellent warranty service" John D. Clutch replacement "Just
needed clutch replaced and all other parts associated with the clutch" Anonymous, NB
Volkswagen Tiguan 2. Driveshaft or axle "A main support bearing on the driveshaft failed.
Catalytic converter "Replaced both catalytic converters" Allen J. More problems also" Sean B.
Water pump "At 50k miles, the water pump on my 2. Paint fading, chalking, cracking, or peeling
"Trim discolored during first year after purchase. See All Trouble Spots. Change Vehicle. Ready
to Shop Local Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. Make a
Donation Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews.
Models also known as Trim Levels, are used to identify a vehicle's level of equipment or special
features. I like that it has Bluetooth. I also like that it has turbo. I do not like that it does not have
heated seats. First of all I love my Volkswagen Tiguan, she has a moonroof. I have leather
heated seats and heated side mirrors. She is red and very comfortable. My back is roomy and I
like the dependability of my vehicle, the great traction in the snow, the looks are fine. Gas
mileage is terrific. No complaints. I love how fast it is and the style. It drives really well and is
great quality. Expensive to fix though. It has many safety features that make me feel confident
driving it with my two young children. It is spacious enough for our whole family, while still
being sporty and fun. My only complaint would be It seems that every few months my check
engine light is on, something is failing, or it just has general issues. I want to love this car
because the size is great, its such a comfy interior and I love My car unfortunately is in the shop
getting fixed. It has a problem with the transmission and I am quite discouraged. I am not happy
with the dealer who after three tries was unable to find the My car takes premium and is a gas
hog, it costs me so much to fill up my tank and then it feels like the gas is gone within no time.
The car itself rode really nicely when I first purchased it, now The Volkswagen Tiguan is fine.
For a it just does not have the technological advances I would like. Definitely needed to be
updated. I bought used so car wasn't as clean when purchased. The car I like the size and the
storage room in the trunk. I like how it is big enough for a rear facing car seat. I do not like the
ongoing mechanical issues we have had with the car. The durability of the seats does not last
long. It is comfortable and drives well on the road. It would have been better if it used 87 gas
instead of premium. Warranty should be bumper to bumper. We bought our VW Tiguan used
and until we reached 70, miles, we had no problems. One day, the oil light buzzed and upon
checking, we found the oil reservoir was empty. This issue has happened This vehicle is perfect
size for me. It is affordable, gets great gas mileage, and has an awesome sunroof. The only
downfall to this vehicle is it does not have automatic lights or power seats. I have over , miles
on my tiguan and have has no issues this far! While driving my Tiguan on highway 80mph the
steering locked up and steering light came on. I was able to steer a little but it was extremely
stiff, jumped across three lanes and almost wreaked! I had the wife and son in the car when it
happened. Reading online about a lot of complaints about the same failure. I want to love this
car because the size is great, its such a comfy interior and I love the look of it. However after 5
years of owning it, I have had to replace Two batteries, replace all the spark plugs after it
stopped working while I was on the interstate , alternator gave out at 75, miles, and craziest of
all to me was needing a new water pump at 60, miles. With the money spent on repairs, I should

have just spent more on the front end and gotten something more reliable. I love the size of the
vehicle. It sits up high and is roomy, but it is not too wide and is very easy to park. One thing I
personally find annoying is how sensitive the brakes are. I have had to Breaks are an issue but
drives smoothly. Overall great car. Great gas mileage. Very comfortable. Good size. Perfect car
for family. No issues. Not many issues. Great features Smaller and more agile than most
competitors, the Volkswagen Tiguan is an underdog in the booming compact SUV segment.
With a turbocharged engine as standard, this pup has bite, while its The Volkswagen Tiguan is
rated 3. What's the cost for a vw Tiguan valve cover gasket replacement? What's the vw tiguan
wiper blades size? What's the vw tiguan battery size? Answers are provided by third parties. We
do not guarantee accuracy of responses. Change Year. Used Fair Market Range Zip. MPG up to.
Source FuelEconomy. Overview See below. Owner Reviews. Expert Review. For Sale Near Me.
Exterior Photos. Interior Photos. Color Photos. Select an Exterior Color. Wild Cherry Metallic.
Deep Black Metallic. White Gold Metallic. Reflex Silver Metallic. Candy White. Pepper Gray
Metallic. Night Blue Metallic. Volkswagen Tiguan Models Models also known as Trim Levels, are
used to identify a vehicle's level of equipment or special features. View Details. Top Positive
Owner Reviews. Read More. It has to have supreme gas. She rides just as smooth as a , if you
It's a fine car with all the aspects of it It can be very expensive to fix but it is so Reliable and fun
car that is safe for the Lots of space for Top Negative Owner Reviews. It is a great car if the
parts are working It goes downhill. Volkswagen is a money pit. Spacious car with great trunk
space. All mechanical issues are very expensive to Very sporty and attractive during travel for
Chandra S wrote on February 7, Joey Murdola wrote on November 10, Elizabeth S wrote on
November 8, See All Reviews Owner Reviews For Reliability. Great sized cross-over with
sensitive Owner Reviews For Fuel Economy. Great mileage and smooth ride. Interior Features.
Exterior Features. Driving Impressions. Pricing Notes. Notable Equipment. Editor's Overview
Smaller and more agile than most competitors, the Volkswagen Tiguan is an underdog in the
booming compact SUV segment. Expert Rating: 4. Expert Rating: 3. Combined MPG: Owner's
Choice. Road Test Video Reviews. Frequently Asked Questions. Answer: If You need to replace
the wiper blades on Your Volkswagen Tiguan You are going to need a 24" driver side wiper, 21"
for the passenger side, and a 13" wiper for the rear window of the vehicle. You can get Answer:
If You want to know what the battery size is on the Volkswagen Tiguan, this is where You need
to be. The battery size used on this vehicle iS If You are in the market for a new battery and You
want to Answer: The Volkswagen Tiguan will have a maximum towing capacity of pounds and a
tongue weight capacity of pounds. It will be equipped with a 2. Answer: The size of the tire used
on the Volkswagen Tiguan depends on which trim package the vehicle has. The SE models use
See all Frequently Asked Questions. Moderate Overlap Front. Roof Strength. Driver-side
Overlap Front. See all Safety Features. Best SUVs. Best SUVs for the money. Best Affordable
SUVs with 3 rows. Best Small SUVs. Browse By Category. Small Cars. Coronavirus update: New
contactless services to help keep you safe. Otto and the team are a great team. They have an
amazing selection of used cars and have something for everyones budget. They actually go
through each car to make sure its safe and will be dependable for the buyer. Was coming up to
buy this today. Very sad. Dealership has been great. Hoping they have something else. Looking
forward to doing business with them. Steve and the gang were super helpful and
accommodating! The car I test drove and bought was clean and smelled new. The shop rotated
my tires for me and made arrangments for me to pick it up when worked with my schedule. Very
thankful for all the work they put in! I felt well taken care of. They told me they would pre
approve me with out affecting my credit. There were two hard inquiries on my credit report and I
hadn't even been to the dealership to drive the car. Dealer was great to work with. Good deals
on their vehicles and fair on trades. Would buy there again. Great buying experience! From the
moment we walked through the door and were greeted by Dave, we felt respected, heard and
valued. I have to say my experience at auto max was very pleasant and smooth from the sales
man down to the mechanic was very nice and friendly. Paul explained everything to the T to me
and my 18 yr son who was the buyer on the Subaru. I highly recommend auto max. I Will
definitely go back for future car purchases needless to say my son loves his new car.. I asked
the dealer two specific questions concerning this vehicle. Dealer replied within a day, but did
not answer my two questions. They just gave a general answer. It was as if they did want my
business. Horrible It deserved 0 stars Sales person was useless Never contacted me back like
he said. Went to check out vehicle after discussion with salesman online about the vehicle.
Come to find out the car had a dead battery and they were not planning on replacing it!
Needless to say we did not purchase Volkswagen of St Augustine definitely earned your
business promt, friendly, and knowledgeable. Valuing your time as much as you do. I got
contacts the next day with the video of the truck. Strongly recommend this dealership. I give
them 2 stars because they had the car unlike the Brooklyn one and they were friendly. However,

they were not honest. Looking at the paperwork, they readded the sales tax which was already
included in our deal. We ended up leaving without buying the car. I wouldn't recommend for
their trickery. Although I missed out on this car Alex Zuniga was very helpful and was a very
straight guy. I sensed honesty and there was no pressure. I appreciate people like Alex when
shopping for a used car. I am a very tough customer after the old days of trying to buy a car
while being a female, I felt that I was treated well at Grand Kia and would go back again. Quick
response to my inquiry. The car I test drove was a cute car, but the cost was too high for the
damage I saw. Customer service was ok but not great. The salesperson definitely had patience
when I checked out 3 cars but smoked in front of my husband who has asthma. What you see is
what you get kind of place. Sales person not personable. Brought vehicle from back lot to us
and just left it running and said spend as much time as want to look at it. He just walked away
and did not offer a test ride or answer any questions. Car was so filthy inside I would not even
sit in it. The salesman Joe has been very helpful has called me many times texted me as well
and is continuing to search for a vehicle for me I would give them a great rating. It was just ok.
Could have washed the car and took the advertisement off. Very good chance I will not return
there for another vehicle. Excellent customer service. Friendly honest and made the grueling
car buying experience much more manageable. Louis took great care of us. Targeted at small
families looking for something sportier than a wagon, this model is sleeker and more
economical. It is available in 7 trims, all of which contain a turbcharged hp 2. VW likes to tout
the Tiguan as the only car of its class to offer its turbo standard. The base S has a 6-speed
manual transmission for the front-wheel-drive version, with an available 6-speed automatic;
all-wheel drive AWD is also available. The S sits atop inch wheels and has daytime running
lights. The SE ditches the manual transmission and the cloth seats, adding simulated leather
seats and tacking on a roof rail; it comes standard with inch wheels. Sunroof and navigation are
available for both. The top-of-the-line SEL has all the goodies below it and adds bi-xenon
headlights, leather seating and inch wheels. Outside, the Tiguan's front end has been
redesigned to conform to the modern VW look, with new fog lights and a lower grille, making it
look more like its big brother the Tuareg. Some might read that as bland. The interior is where
the Tiguan truly shines. The clean, stitched interior and uncluttered dash are hallmark features
of all VWs. It has comfortable seating for 5 adults and a good amount of cargo room It has 6
airbags with side curtain protection, as well as what they call an Intelligent Crash Response
System, which unlocks the doors, shuts off the fuel pump and turns on the hazards in case of a
serious collision. Volkswagen is attempting to bring modest elegance into the crossover world,
and with its engineering and craft, has succeeded with the Tiguan. We'll help you find great
deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you
with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use
CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get
rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow
down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot,
drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a
single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that
too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find
Volkswagen Tiguan listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services
to help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Request Information. Authorized
Volkswagen Dealer. Read more. Why Use CarGurus? A majority of all used US imports have
either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe
or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles
from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of
getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX
has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid
expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world
to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than
14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources,
including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car
dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information,
CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the
service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in
10 minutes I ha
1995 ford econoline van
2007 mazda 6 fuel pump
94 chevy beretta

d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

